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As of March 5, the General Assembly has completed 27 days. They will meet on
March 8 for 4 days next week, which will take them into the last 10 days of the
Session. Completing those 10 days will take the balance of the month, I predict.

We continue to see little activity directly aimed at Higher Ed through legislation.
The few bills we are tracking still have not shown the slightest movement…except
for HB1. That is the so-called FORUM bill, a thinly disguised bill that attempts to
insure “academic freedom”, but not what you and I call academic freedom. It was
passed out of committee by substitute and I will have a detailed analysis next
week. As I reported in an earlier Report, this bill is weaker than past attempts but
still opens a door we want to keep closed.

There was one new bill introduced that you, while not directly affecting you, may
have an interest in. HB644 attempts to waive institutional fees for those grad
students that are working 20 or more hours a semester. Interesting.

The 2022 budget was passed by the House Friday (hence my delay in getting this
report to you). As it turns out, there were no last-minute changes from what was
reported out of committee. Some money was put back from the cuts last year (and
years before that for that matter) to Higher Ed but we are still below the levels we
saw in 2008. It has been a slow crawl.



We will see what the Senate does but do not expect any major shift in dollars. The
reason being that if, say, they wanted to put in a pay raise, that would involve
shifting tens of millions of dollars from somewhere else. This budget will be 27.2
billion dollars. That makes it the largest ever.

As always please reach out to me with any concerns and questions you may have.
Be sure to mark your calendar for our State Conference meeting on March 27,
where there will be, in addition to many other issues discussed, a lengthy
presentation and discussion on the General Assembly. For many of you
newcomers to the state this will be very useful.

Take care and stay safe.

Steve Anthony


